Wholesome! (@WholesomeSweet)
Deliciously sweet Fair Trade Certified and Organic Blue Agave is a natural sweetener extracted from the core of the Blue Agave plant. It’s a low glycemic syrup that is slowly absorbed by the body preventing spikes in blood sugar. Plus it’s 25% sweeter than sugar & perfectly sweetens drinks, desserts and sauces. Try it on top of oatmeal, cereal & waffles too - Yum!

barkTHINS (@barkTHINS)
barkTHINS™ snacking chocolates are a handcrafted new twist on traditional chunky chocolate bark. The thin slivers of Fair Trade Certified™ chocolate are crammed full of snack lovers’ favorite natural ingredients. barkTHINS contain no artificial colors or ingredients and are currently available in a variety of tasty Fair Trade Certified flavors.

Lake Champlain Chocolates (@LCChocolates)
Create your next kitchen masterpiece with this organic, Fair Trade Certified unsweetened cocoa! Ideal for baking brownies and cakes, cooking up molés, and concocting delicious hot chocolate. It was even named best Dutch-process cocoa by Real Simple!

Nutiva (@Nutiva)
Nutiva O’Coconut snacks are the perfect anytime treat. Crafted from lightly sweetened organic Fair Trade Certified coconut, each treat contains 1.5 teaspoons of coconut oil. Coconut oil offers the nourishing benefits of medium-chain triglycerides, including lauric acid. Toast an O’Coconut snack in your backpack, gym bag or lunch box for a quick way to curb your hunger on the go. With no corn, soy or cane sugar and only 60 calories each, O’Coconut snacks satisfy a craving for a sweet, but healthy snack.

Numi Organic Tea (@NumiTea)
Turmeric is an ancient root related to the ginger family. It is used as a balancing ingredient in Ayurvedic diets and is associated with many health benefits. Numi’s Fair Trade Turmeric Teas come in a variety of flavors and will revitalize, enrich, restore and can be sipped any time of day. Numi sources their Fair Trade Certified turmeric from Madagascar where farmers are excited to use their first round of Fair Trade premiums to improve the drinking water infrastructure in their community! Now that’s something to sip to!

Guittard (@GuittardChoco)
Guittard is a family company that has been making chocolate for over 145 years – meaning they know chocolate. They are committed to responsible sourcing and work closely with cocoa farmers to develop desired chocolate flavors. From Fair Trade Baking Wafers to Gourmet Baking Bars to Chocolate Chips – the baking possibilities are endless (or just for eating straight out of the bag – we won’t tell)!

Frontier Natural Products Co-op (@FrontierCoop)
This Fair Trade Certified, organic Ceylon cinnamon, also known as “true cinnamon,” has a subtly more delicate and sweet flavor than the more common cassia cinnamon. Use to flavor cookies, cakes, stewed fruits, puddings, and breads - as well as curries, sauces, and vegetable dishes. The cooking possibilities are endless!

Marich Chocolates (@marichchocolate)
Meet your new favorite sweet treats: Marich Chocolate’s Salted Caramel Popcorn & Salted Caramels made with Fair Trade Certified cocoa! Marich is a second generation family of candy makers who are passionate about making chocolate fun AND sustainable. Their collection of chocolates have layers – creamy, chewy, nutty, fruity, delicious layers. But, it’s time to stop imagining how good it is… go ahead and taste it! Be sure to check out their other flavors too!

Barefoot & Chocolate (@BareChocolate)
We can’t wait for you to taste Barefoot & Chocolate’s lip-smacking Fair Trade Certified chocolate spreads. Made with only the best ingredients (nothing artificial), these delicious spreads have over 50% more nuts than the leading chocolate spread and over 20% less sugar. They’re guaranteed to leave you smiling.
Alter Eco (@AlterEcoSF)

These smooth, creamy truffles from Alter Eco are a melt-in-your-mouth indulgence that's both ethical and healthy! These organic, Fair Trade Certified truffles are available in Sea Salt, Salted Caramel, Black and Velvet varieties. Deep, smooth chocolate sourced from small farmers in Ecuador & Peru surrounds these sumptuous bite-sized delicious! Need more? You'll find these delicious varieties at your local natural foods store or Whole Foods Market!

Nourish Organic (@NourishUSDA)

Nourish Organic’s NEW Skin Solve is made with Fair Trade Certified shea butter and delivers all the moisturizing and skin-smoothing benefits your skin needs in a unique, cream-to-oil formula that is portable and easy to apply! From eyelids to elbows, this will be your “all-over” go-to fix. Now that’s multi-purpose!

Eco Lips (@ecolips)

This new Vanilla Bean Lip Scrub from Eco Lips will be your new favorite weekly lip treatment! This lip scrub features organic, Fair Trade Certified sugar that gently exfoliates and polishes while coconut oil, olive oil and jojoba oil conditions and protects. Once you try this lip scrub... you might never go back!

Spectrum Naturals

There's no need to travel for a taste of the tropics, Spectrum’s Fair Trade Certified Organic Virgin Coconut Oil has the scent of freshly cracked coconuts and a clean, natural flavor ripe for the kitchen - whether in a pineapple upside-down cake or a sauté. It's also perfect as a skin moisturizer, hair conditioner, makeup remover & more!

TCHO (@tchochocolate)

TCHO is serious about chocolate: from knowing where their Fair Trade Certified cacao comes from to re-imagining what it means to taste chocolate. You’ll find yourself using words like “fruity,” “citrussy,” or “nutty” to describe this flavor experience. In your hands you’re holding 2 of their brand NEW Fair Trade bars – with names like Toffee + Sea Salt, Almond + Sea Salt, Coconut Crisp and Hazelnut Chunk – you know you're in for a treat!